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ABSTRACT

Human communication is multimodal. However, few studies have examined how L2 learners, particularly those whose L1 is a tonal language, coordinate their beat gestures and prosody in an intonation-language speech production. This study explored how Chinese EFL speakers coordinated pitch accents and beat gestures in academic oral presentation and the effects of speakers’ language proficiency. Results revealed that the intermediate-level Chinese EFL learners produced beat gestures regardless of the placement of pitch accents and the information status of their accompanying speech. Beat gestures were used to fulfill the meta-linguistic function. Whereas, proficient learners produced significantly fewer beat gestures, and beat gestures were more likely to co-occur with pitch accents to stress the crucial information of discourse for its meta-pragmatic function. These findings provide empirical evidence from L2 learners to expand the literature on multimodal prosody and will have pedagogical implications for English teaching.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Speech communication is multimodal in nature. As one of the crucial non-verbal cues, gestures often accompany people’s speech production, providing another window into people’s minds [1-3]. McNeill [3] postulated three synchrony rules for speech and gestures, namely semantic, pragmatic and phonological synchrony rules. The first two refer to that gestures often parallel meaning and pragmatic functions with speech, and the last one, phonological synchrony, which is also the most pertinent to the present study, states that the stroke phase of gestures tends to occur at or just before the stressed syllable of the lexical affiliate. Here, the stroke means the only obligatory and the most prominent part of a gesture [2-3].

Pitch accent is one type of prosodic specification where a segment (a syllable or a word) within a sentence stands out from its context to convey focus or information status [e.g., 4-5]. In more recent years, a growing body of research has consistently reported a close coordination between prosodic prominence and manual gestures [e.g., 7-10]. Beat gestures, according to [3], refer to “a simple flick of the hand or fingers up and down; or back and forth”. This type of gesture has been found to be the most frequently used gesture in daily conversation, particularly taking up 94.6% of gesture types in academic-style conversations [11]. And it has been believed that beat gestures, like pitch accent, is usually used to emphasize the information status as a “gestural yellow highlight” [12].

There is evidence that beat gestures and pitch accent are closely coordinated. The preliminary analysis by [13] investigated how different gesture types were synchronized with English speech, and showed a strong coupling between beat gestures and pitch accent. For example, 86% of beat gestures produced by one Australian English speaker co-occurred with a pitch accent. Shattuck-Hufnagel & Ren [11] analyzed 1,334 beat gestures in a 20-min academic speech and found a close coordination between beat gestures and the prosodic structure of spoken utterances.

While the phonological coordination between prosodic and gestural prominence is well established in prior research, it is mainly based on studies of non-tonal languages, such as English [14], Catalan [7], Dutch [15], and French [16]. It would be interesting to ask whether and how prosody and gestures coordinate in non-stress tone languages. Fung et al. [17] examined how ten native speakers of Hong Kong Cantonese coordinated prosody and deictic gestures in a picture-verification task. They not only found a close coordination between prosodic and gestural prominence but also revealed that the prosodic anchor was not F0 as previous studies showed but durational increase instead, which manifested cross-linguistic similarities and differences.

Furthermore, it should also be noted that most research has been focusing on how native speakers achieve prosody-gesture coordination, while research on the patterns of non-native speakers has been quite sparse. McCafferty [18] examined EFL learners’ use of beat gestures in conversation and suggested that these gestures were the materialization of their inner prosody. Further, he suggested that L2 learners employed beat gestures for a meta-linguistic purpose, and that native speakers were more likely to use beat
gestures to fulfill its meta-pragmatic function. This research strengthens McNeill’s [3] argument by extending it beyond native speakers to L2 learners. Graziano et al. [19] explored how English and French monolinguals and bilinguals achieved phonological coordination in a cartoon retelling task. Results showed that there was no significant difference concerning the time-aligned coordination of gestures and speech, which is possibly explained by the relatively high level of proficiency in the two languages. In light of the findings, it would be an important aspect to further test participants at different proficiency levels to better inform the nature of gesture-speech links and theories of language development as well. Interestingly, as mentioned before, Mandarin Chinese is a tonal language that exhibits the syllable-timed rhythmic pattern; hence, Chinese EFL learners might accentuate every word within a sentence without clear communicative intentions as a result of the L1 transfer [20]. In this sense, how this group of learners coordinates prosodic and gestural prominence in their L2 warrants further investigation.

To respond to these gaps, the present study took the preliminary attempt to analyze the academic oral English presentation by Chinese EFL learners and addressed the following questions: (1) How do beat gestures align with prosodic prominence in Chinese EFL learners’ speech production? (2) Is there any difference between the two proficiency groups?

2. METHODS

2.1. Data source

Multimodal Corpus of Academic English Speech by Chinese Learners (MCAESCL) [21] was served as data source in this study. All the participants in this corpus were native Chinese speakers, and they were required to provide a two-minute English academic oral presentation. There were no other audiences other than the researcher in the experiment setting, and the whole process was captured by a high-definition camera. Also, they were randomly assigned to topics, that is “How to prepare for an oral presentation?” for the informative speech genre or “To read selectively or extensively? What is your understanding? Support your ideas with details” for persuasive speech. Both topics were relevant to students’ college academic life so that they could express their opinions [see 21 for further review].

So far, MCAESCL consists of 1,763 speech samples, with varying majors, academic levels of speakers’ university, and gender balanced. Among all these data, 924 speakers’ speech productions were accompanied by gestures and became the candidate data for the studies related to gestures. Besides, all the speech samples have been rated by 15 linguistic experts from various linguistic dimensions (i.e., phonetics, syntax, vocabulary, and discourse) via focused analytical scoring, and all the results have been validated through multiple methods. Based on the total score, all the samples could be ranked and categorized into different proficiency levels (i.e., advanced, intermediate, and low).

Due to the exploratory nature of the present study the sample size is quite modest. 12 speech samples were selected, with half from the advanced learner (AL) and intermediate learner (IL) group, respectively. In addition, all the chosen speakers gave speeches of the same topic and achieved gender balance.

2.2. Annotation

The data annotation consisted of two parts – prosody and gestures. Previous studies have shown that the two modalities, namely audio and visual mode, might influence the prominence perception [e.g., 11, 22]; therefore, these two parts of annotations were independently completed to eliminate possible effects.

For the prosodic annotation, the speech was initially transcribed orthographically and labeled for its intonational structure – mainly for pitch accents, using Praat [23] and ToBI as the prosodic annotation system. And all the gesture annotation was accomplished using frame-by-frame analysis in ELAN [24]. There were three main tiers used in the current coding scheme as follows:

- Main Tier 1: orthographic transcription
- Main Tier 2: Manual gesture phase
- Main Tier 3: Prosodic information

Specifically, for the Main Tier 2, the present study followed [25]’s proposal for coding the manual gesture phase, which included preparation, beginning, and end of the gesture stroke, retraction phase, as well as optional pre- or post-stroke recovery. In addition, a sub-tier was coded for the gesture apex separately to indicate the gestural prominence. The Main Tier 3 was coded after the completion of the first two tiers, which contains two main sub-tiers. The first sub-tier comprised already annotated ToBI labelling imported from Praat. And the second sub-tier was used to label whether the gestural prominence was linked with prosodic prominence or not, suggesting by the symbol (+) and (-).

Consistent with prior research [26], the annotation was carried out by the first author and then the second coder, who is an experienced coder of gestures, was invited to annotate 25% of randomly-selected data. Then, the Cohen’s Kappa value (κ=0.82) indicated the high inter-annotator reliability.
2.3. Data analysis

The present study calculated the percentage of co-occurrence of gestural prominence (i.e., gesture apex) in beat gestures and prosodic prominence (i.e., pitch accents). The chi-square analysis was then carried out to examine whether there existed a difference between the two proficiency levels (i.e., AL vs. IL) concerning the percentage of occurrence of gestural prominence and prosodic prominence.

3. RESULTS

Table 1 displays how Chinese EFL learners use beat gestures to achieve the coordination between prosodic and gestural prominence. It could be seen that advanced learners used more gestures than intermediate-level learners did in their academic oral presentations. Notably, beat gestures took a large proportion of the total gesture use as shown by the proportion. In addition, Chinese EFL learners at the intermediate level almost only used beat gestures throughout their speech production, exceeding more than 83% of the total gesture types. However, learners of this group seldom coordinated beat gestures with pitch accents in spoken language.

Further chi-square analysis was performed to examine whether there existed differences between speakers of language proficiency levels in terms of the co-occurrence of prosodic and gestural prominence. Results revealed a significance in these two groups ($\chi^2 = 53.78$, $df = 1$, $p = 0.0001$), with advanced learners showing more coordination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speakers (Total)</th>
<th>Beasts (%)</th>
<th>The coordination between prosodic prominence and gestural prominence (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL 1 43</td>
<td>22 (51.17%)</td>
<td>10 (45.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL 2 30</td>
<td>14 (46.67%)</td>
<td>9 (64.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL 3 47</td>
<td>38 (80.86%)</td>
<td>20 (52.64%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL 4 39</td>
<td>27 (69.23%)</td>
<td>17 (62.96%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL 5 47</td>
<td>35 (74.47%)</td>
<td>21 (60%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL 6 43</td>
<td>21 (48.83%)</td>
<td>15 (71.43%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL 1 49</td>
<td>43 (87.76%)</td>
<td>13 (30.23%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL 2 19</td>
<td>19 (100%)</td>
<td>3 (15.79%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL 3 33</td>
<td>29 (87.88%)</td>
<td>9 (31.03%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL 4 44</td>
<td>40 (90.91%)</td>
<td>4 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL 5 43</td>
<td>36 (83.72%)</td>
<td>8 (22.22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL 6 24</td>
<td>20 (83.33%)</td>
<td>5 (25%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The gesture use and coordination between prosodic prominence and gestural prominence in Chinese EFL learners’ academic oral presentation.

4. DISCUSSION

The present study has two research goals. The first one is to show how Chinese EFL learners coordinate their prosodic prominence and gestural prominence (beat gestures) to construct meaning in academic oral presentation. And the second one is to examine the role of language proficiency in this issue.

Firstly, the current study found that beat gestures constituted a large proportion of Chinese EFL learners’ speech production. This finding offered evidence from Chinese EFL learners to [1] that beat gestures are the most frequently used gesture type in native English speakers’ academic-style report. In fact, Alibali et al. [27] compared speakers’ gesture use (representational vs. beat gestures) when they could see the interlocutors or not. Results showed that the number of beat gestures was not affected as much as representational gestures under the invisibility condition, which indicated that beat gestures were more likely to be used for self-regulatory functions. In the present study, speakers might use beat gestures to accompany their speech to help themselves to regulate the speech flow as their “inner prosody” [18]. Another important factor worth consideration is the task effects. Previous studies usually employed the cartoon-retelling task to elicit the gestures, where certain gesture types such as iconic gestures and metaphoric gestures are used much more often. However, as Tabensky [28] suggested, different speech genres may influence how speakers use gestures to convey meaning. The academic oral presentation used in this study is more abstract compared to other tasks, which might be challenging for speakers to produce more meaning-based gestures.

Second, even though the proportion in the present study was not big enough, it still found that Chinese EFL learners could coordinate gestural prominence and prosodic prominence to construct discourse meaning in their academic oral English presentation. Since previous studies has mainly focused on the non-tonal languages [7, 14-16], the current study provided evidence that as tonal language speakers, Chinese speakers also achieved the prosody-gesture coordination in their L2 speech (i.e., English). This evidence also shows that L2 speakers would consider speech and gestures in their speech production planning process to form an integrated system [1-3], suggesting a universality of embodiment in human communication. However, it should be noted that the present study only examined how Chinese speakers coordinated prosodic and gestural prominence in their English production, while no further investigation of how they performed in their L1 speech (i.e., Mandarin Chinese). Therefore, these speakers’ ability to achieve such coordination could simply because they
were speaking English, which is found to be closely linked between speech and gestures in production.

Third, the proficiency level of speakers was found to be an important factor in prosody-gesture coordination [19]. In the present study, advanced Chinese EFL learners were more likely to use the apex of beat gestures in conjunction with pitch accents to emphasize important information, thereby achieving embodied communication. In contrast, intermediate-level Chinese EFL learners tended to use gestures without clear communicative purposes, using beat gestures for every word or even syllable. This group difference is similar to what McNeill [3] observed in the beat gesture production of native English-speaking adults and children. Specifically, due to the higher English proficiency of advanced English learners, they were more likely to perform like native speakers by better controlling their speech planning process, where beat gestures were used for pragmatic purposes. Whereas, intermediate-level Chinese EFL learners may experience higher cognitive load during speech production, resulting in weaker ability to convey their communicative intentions through a combination of prosodic and gestural devices. Thus, beat gestures were used for a meta-linguistic function, similar to what native children do [3]. Another possible factor is the different rhythmic pattern between Chinese and English. Since Chinese is a syllable-timed language, where every syllable is stressed to convey meaning, intermediate-level Chinese EFL learners might be negatively influenced by their native language and tend to stress each word or syllable in English production. Consequently, the usage of beat gestures may simply reflect the “materialization of their syllable-timed rhythmic pattern in spoken English,” as McCafferty [18] stated. However, this conclusion should be made with caution since the present study did not directly examine how Chinese EFL learners produce prosodic and gestural prominence in their L1. Further research is needed to explore whether the pattern of intermediate learners is more similar to that of Chinese native speakers and the pattern of advanced learners is more like that of English native speakers.

5. CONCLUSION

The present study investigates how Chinese EFL learners coordinate the prosodic prominence (pitch accents) and gestural prominence (apex of beat gestures) in academic English oral representation. Results showed that L2 learners can also use their gestures as a tool to construct discourse as native speakers did, giving empirical evidence for the integration of speech and gesture in L2 speakers. However, the coordination patterns may vary depending on the level of L2 proficiency of the speaker. Chinese EFL learners at advanced level were more likely to coordinate prosodic prominence and gestural prominence to convey their communicative intentions. The findings of the study could offer L2 evidence to the literature on speech-gesture coordination and provide positive implications for multimodal English teaching and learning.

However, this study was still the preliminary attempt to tap into the phonological coordination of beat gestures and pitch accents for the smaller sample size. In addition, further analysis of phonological coordination patterns also merits further investigation to advance the understanding of this field. For example, it is interesting to explore prosodic anchoring in such phonological coordination in Chinese EFL learners’ speech. Additionally, further investigation is needed to understand how Chinese EFL learners coordinate prosodic and gestural prominence in their native language, in order to better explain the observed group differences. The final note is that the task used in the present study was academic oral presentation, which differs from the commonly-used cartoon-retelling task. Therefore, future research may consider the task effects on L2 learners to further understand the prosody-gesture coordination.
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